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With any change, there is opportunity.
Creativity is a constant and unbreakable energy that evolves with changing
environments, overcomes adversity, and ultimately forges new paths and forms
of expression. As the world now faces a defining moment in our shared history,
the enduring force of creativity is once again triumphantly redefining the
concept of sanctuary in our homes and communities. More than ever, design is
a unifying form of artistry, where standing out does not mean standing alone.
All events are virtual and require registration.
There will be no events on site at ADAC.
HOSTED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

adacatlanta.com | 404.231.1720
@adacatlanta | #DISCOVERADAC

TUESDAY | September 22

10:00 AM ET
Modern History
Panel Discussion
Sponsored by
How do you create a space rooted in tradition yet redefined for modern
life? What is your approach for decorating with color, and how has that
evolved? What roles does formality play in American homes today? How
do regional style differences across the country influence your work? Join
VERANDA Editor in Chief Steele Marcoux for an in-depth look at American
interior design today with two modern masters, Alessandra Branca and
Anthony Baratta.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
For a signed copy of Anthony Baratta’s Book, Decorate Happy, click here.
Or, for an unsigned copy, click here.
@abranca | @tonybaratta | @verandamag | @jimthompsonfabrics

11:00 AM ET
Natural Connections
Panel Discussion
Sponsored by
Our homes and our communities have perhaps never played such a vital
role in restoring our sense of calm and order in the world, while also
multitasking as the hub of both our personal and professional lives. Atlanta
Homes & Lifestyles Style Editor Clinton Smith sits down with Ryan Hughes,
Steven Leonard, and Smith Hanes to explore the growing importance
of wellness and nature in interiors through the lens of their projects in
Serenbe, an agrarian community forty minutes outside of Atlanta. The
gentlemen will discuss how current events are inspiring them to create
mindful spaces that offer respite from the world without sacrificing their
authentic design perspectives.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@smithhanesstudio| @atlantahomesmag | @therhugheslifestyle
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NOON ET
Translating Gracious Living to Textiles
Product Introduction
Textile designer Victoria Larson speaks to the creation of her newest
fabric and wallpaper collection with Stout. Victoria shares her process in
capturing the joys of simple pleasures to transcribe into textiles for today’s
homes that preserve gracious living. Inspired by New Zealand and
Australia, these special patterns were developed exclusively for this fabric
and wallpaper collection now at Ernest Gaspard & Associates.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@victorialarsontextiles | @stouttextiles | @ernestgaspard

ernest gaspard
& associates

12:30 PM ET
Bassett McNab Reimagined
Product Introduction
Hear from Anne Hahn-Waddell as she speaks to the careful art of
reimagining a century-old brand while preserving its rich history in this
intimate discussion with A-list designers Bill Brockschmidt and Courtney
Coleman of Brockschmidt & Coleman. As Creative Director of Bassett
McNab, Anne was tasked with unearthing archived files, redesigning and
recoloring historic patterns to modernize this iconic brand, and debut its
first collection in over a decade.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@bassettmcnab | @brockschmidtandcoleman | @travisandcompany
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TUESDAY | September 22

1:00 PM ET
Design Evolution with Thomas Pheasant
Product Introduction
Join award-winning designer Thomas Pheasant and Baker’s Director of
Marketing Claire Evans for a thought-provoking virtual Q&A. Thomas
will lift the curtain on the comprehensive process of designing a furniture
collection, drawing upon his storied career and 18-year-history of
collaborating with the heritage brand. Both the technical and creative
elements will be discussed, including the creation timeline, from the physical
and ideological points of inspiration for individual pieces – including
shapes and materials – to the final step of staging, photographing, and
marketing the finished products. The audience will also be treated to a
sneak peek of Thomas’ forthcoming collection for McGuire, largely inspired
by Japanese nature and connectedness, and have the opportunity to
learn about his fascinating travels around the world and the way those
experiences and cultures shape collections of the past, present, and future.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@thomaspheasant | @bakerfurniture

2:00 PM ET
State of the Arts
Sponsored by
Panel Discussion
What is the secret to sourcing and building a great art collection? Who
are the rising stars to watch? How do we discover dynamic new artists
in an era of travel and event restrictions? This panel of masters will
discuss everything from how to educate clients to ensuring harmony
between furnishings and fine art. Join acclaimed interior designer Alex
Papachristidis, fine arts and antiques dealer Gerald Bland, contemporary
art gallerist Timothy Tew, and VERANDA Executive Editor Ellen McGauley
as they discuss the exciting state of the arts today.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@alexsviewpoint | @geraldblandinc | @tewgalleries | @verandamag | @madegoods
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3:00 PM ET
Rediscovering the Southern Home
Panel Discussion
Sponsored by
The design world is constantly evolving—perhaps now more than ever. Join moderator Sid Evans, Editor in Chief of Southern
Living magazine, as he and a panel of southern experts including Dana Wolter, Erika Ward, Brandon Ingram, and Barrie
Benson discuss reaching (and guiding) clients, staying nimble and future-focused during a pandemic, and collaborating to
ensure that each project is customized and noteworthy. They will also discuss the tides of southern design and what has the
region’s design trade excited at the moment.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@danawolterinteriors | @mrserikaward | @cbrandoningram | @barriebenson | @southernlivingmag | @englishmansfinefurnishings

5:00 PM ET
Inside the Kips Bay Dallas Show House
Tour
Sponsored by
A show house is the ultimate runway show for designers, and the
opportunity to participate in a Kips Bay Decorator Show House has been
compared to that of receiving an Oscar nomination within the design
industry. New in 2020, Kips Bay, VERANDA, and The Shade Store
proudly unveil the Kips Bay Decorator Show House Dallas, a fresh market
featuring an entirely new set of design personalities and trends.
Join VERANDA Editor in Chief and Kips Bay Design Chair Steele Marcoux,
along with Kips Bay Dallas design luminaries Michelle Nussbaumer, Jan
Showers, and Mark D. Sikes as they offer you an exclusive preview of their
exceptional designs.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
For a signed copy of Jan Showers’ book, Glamorous Living, click here.
For a signed copy of Mark D. Sikes’ Book, More Beautiful: All-American
Decoration, click here.
@michellenussbaumer | @janshowers | @markdsikes_interiors
@verandamag | @theshadestore
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WEDNESDAY | September 23

10:00 AM ET
Decorating with Florals
Panel Discussion
Sponsored by
Cowtan & Tout invites you to join Margot Shaw, Founder and Editor in Chief of FLOWER, in a dynamic discussion on
designing with florals. More important now than ever, acclaimed tastemakers share expert advice on how to incorporate
natural elements and motifs into our homes and lifestyles. Event designer and floral expert, Keith Robinson, author and
hostess, Stephanie Booth Shafran, and acclaimed interior designer, Mallory Mathison Glenn, discuss how they take
inspiration from nature to curate and create a beautiful, spirited lifestyle indoors and out.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
For a signed copy of Stephanie Booth Shafran’s new book, You’re Invited: Classic, Elegant Entertaining, click here.
Or, for an unsigned copy, click here.
@gloriosa_design | @stephanieboothshafran | @mallorymathisoninc | @flowermagazine | @cowtanandtout

11:00 AM ET
Elegance with Ease
Keynote Presentation
Sponsored by
Having ignited widespread fervor for sophisticated island style from Florida
to Maine, revived the art of setting colorful and kaftan-cool tables, and
officially elevated wicker from porch staple to parlour essential, Amanda
Lindroth has redefined gracious style in the 21st century. Join Amanda and
VERANDA Editor in Chief Steele Marcoux as they discuss key tenets of her
approach to design, from interiors to furniture, tableware and linens.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
For a copy of Amanda Lindroth’s Book, Island Hopping, click here.
@lindrothdesign | @verandamag | @thibaut_1886
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NOON ET
Paolo Moschino for Nicholas Haslam
Product Introduction
Join Paolo Moschino and Philip Vergeylen, the London-based decorating
duo behind Nicholas Haslam Ltd., as they explore their unique design
philosophy and the inspiration behind their collections and international
portfolio. Grounded in the principles of English design, the design aesthetic
of Nicholas Haslam Ltd. has evolved continuously over the years, and
the influence of Paolo and Philip’s continental flair has resulted in a more
global, international point of view. Join Lee Jofa for a virtual look into this
worldly offering.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@nicholashaslamltd | @leejofa

1:00 PM ET
Future of Home Revisited
Panel Discussion
Sponsored by
Please join Business of Home’s Dennis Scully and Fred Nicolaus for a
lively virtual recap of BOH’s Future of Home conference. Armed with fresh
insights from the wide array of thought leaders and decision makers who
are participating in this year’s conference, Dennis and Fred will share with
you what they learned and what they’re thinking about the Future of Home
and the many challenges and opportunities facing our industry at this
extraordinary moment in time. Questions are most welcome.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@businessofhome| @theodore_alexander_official
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WEDNESDAY | September 23

2:00 PM ET
Romancing the Garden
Panel Discussion
Sponsored by
Call it the “Year of the Garden”. As homeowners the world over rediscover
the riches right outside their doors, this award-winning panel of landscape
architects examines the long-term potential this natural-world renaissance
will have on design, the keys to a successful landscape, and the immutable
relationship between house and garden. Plus: The designers’ bucket list
picks for the most beautiful gardens in the world! Join VERANDA’s 2020
Outdoor Living Award winners Janice Parker, Ed Hollander, and Bill Curtis,
with VERANDA Executive Editor Ellen McGauley, for a tour of today’s
enchanted gardens.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@janiceparkerjpla | @hollander_design | @curtisandwindham
@verandamag | @logangardens

3:00 PM ET
In the Kitchen With
Sponsored by
Panel Discussion
Join designers David Cook, Marie Flanigan, and Jean Liu from their homes
as they discuss all things kitchen-related. Moderated by Modern Luxury’s
Vice President of Editorial Phebe Wahl, this virtual panel will have expert
designers weighing in on renovations, current trends, lessons learned, how
to get the most out of your kitchen’s design, and more.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@marieflaniganinteriors | @jeanliudesign | @mlinteriorsatl
@theatlantan | @designgalleriakitchenandbath
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5:00 PM ET
A House for All Occasions
Tour
Sponsored by
In an exciting partnership with ELLE DECOR, A-List designer Ellie Cullman
is reimagining the design of the VIP Lounge at Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully
Hall. The magazine’s Executive Editor Ingrid Abramovitch will interview
Ellie on her vision for the space. In addition, Ellie and her team will give
participants a behind-the-scenes tour of a spectacular family home recently
featured in the A-list issue of ELLE DECOR.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@cullmankravis | @elledecor | @julianchichesterusa
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THURSDAY | September 24

10:00 AM ET
The Art of the Table
Keynote Presentation
Sponsored by
For Eric Goujou, the owner of La Tuile à Loup, the beloved ceramics
boutique in Paris, setting the table represents much more than merely
preparing for a meal. It is an essential part of l’art de vivre, a way of life
that celebrates beauty, quality, craftsmanship, and authenticity. With a
mission of preserving those crafts which might otherwise disappear, Eric
continues the legacy of original made-in-France products by selecting the
very best artists and artisans throughout the country with whom to work,
approving each and every piece before it comes into the shop. And while
the primary focus is on pottery, Eric also sources basketry and table linens
to complete the experience for himself and his discerning clientele around
the world. Please join Eric and Stacey Bewkes of Quintessence to learn
more about these beautiful French ceramics, collecting, curating, and
creating memorable moments à table.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@latuilealoup| @quintessence | @lamaisonpierrefrey | @jimthompsonfabrics

NOON ET
Timeless Toile
Product Introduction
When Schumacher partnered with textile expert, Jill Lasersohn, to create
a toile collection based on her impressive personal archive, the mutual
goal was to honor the past but to also break some rules. Join Jill and
Schumacher’s Creative Director, Dara Caponigro, in a conversation to
discover the intriguing history of this age old textile, why it has such staying
power, and how a little creative license from Schumacher can make it as
modern as ever.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@jillklasersohn | @schumacher1889
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1:00 PM ET
The Art of Being Bold
Panel Discussion
Sponsored by
New York design darling Sasha Bikoff joins Mary Logan Bikoff, executive
editor of Atlanta Magazine’s HOME, in a lively discussion about the
roots of her bold and daring style. The it-girl designer made a splash with
her technicolor nightclub-inspired stairwell at her Kips Bay Decorator
Showhouse debut in 2018, and since then has collaborated with Versace,
ELLE DECOR at the Plaza Hotel, and now, with Vervain for Fabricut. She tells
us how she manages to mesh styles from Memphis to rococo to Space Age
chic, breaking all the rules, and pushing the design world ever forward. Her
designs bring a much-needed, uplifting hit of brashness and confidence to a
time of uncertainty—and an extra dose of pulsing positivity.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@sashabikoff | @atlmaghome | @atlantamagazine | @fabricut

2:00 PM ET
Through a Designer’s Eye
Keynote Presentation
Sponsored by
Beloved designer Matthew Patrick Smyth is known for interiors that are
at once sophisticated yet approachable, elegant yet livable. Matthew’s
newest book, Through a Designer’s Eye: A Focus on Interiors, explores how
his eye for photography and extensive travels influences his design. Join
Matthew in conversation with AD PRO Editor, Katy Olson, for an exclusive
look at this new book featuring Matthew’s own home in Connecticut and
an in-depth discussion about the five elements of interior design that guide
his work.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
For a signed copy of Matthew Patrick Smyth’s book, Through a Designer’s
Eye: A Focus on Interiors, email Helen Garfield. Note that shipping is free.
Or, for an unsigned copy, click here.
@matthewpatricksmyth | @archdigestpro | @JANUSetCie
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THURSDAY | September 24
3:00 PM ET
Experience Home with Bill Stewart
Keynote Presentation
Sponsored by
A contemporary icon. A figure of intrigue in Atlanta and far beyond. Bill
Stewart, co-principal of Stewart|Mohr Designs, is a designer broadly
admired for both his innovative vision and generous spirit. Forty-two years
into his lauded career, Bill splits his days between the Georgia capital
and the Palm Springs desert, where he’s currently completing his third
impressive personal residence. From Buckhead to Palm Beach, Calabasas
to the Gulf Coast, Bill’s portfolio runs the gamut of private estates, highrise condominiums, lakeside getaways, and luxury yachts. Each project
is defined not by prevailing trends, not by style prescriptions, not even
by Bill’s signature, but by the common thread of constructing experience.
In this rare and compelling conversation—Bill’s first public speaking
engagement in years—he reveals to Kate Abney, Homes Editor of LUXE
Interiors + Design’s Southeast edition, through a look at his many personal
homes, how he responds to context, composes numerous moods within a
single residence, and retrofits historic properties for modern life.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@billdesigns | @luxemagazine | @designercarpets

4:00 PM ET
House Beautiful Designer Home Tour
Sponsored by
What does it take to transform a house into a home? How does one
seamlessly marry unique and eclectic with cozy and warm? House
Beautiful invites you for an exclusive look at the personal home of designer
Mark Williams and his husband Steve Summers. Join House Beautiful
Market Director, Carisha Swanson, and Mark Williams for a tour of the
midcentury ‘California Style’ ranch home - uncommon to Nashville - that
caught his eye, and a designer discussion on the transformative power of
renovation with vision.
REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL PROGRAM
@markwilliamsdesign | @housebeautiful | @designishuman | @kolocollection
@paulplusatlanta | @showroom58atl
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Drawing inspiration and products from showrooms across ADAC and AmericasMart, Atlanta
designers Tish Mills of Tish Mills Interiors, Katelyn Rountree of Terracotta Design Build, Chris Socci
of C. Socci Inc., and Justin Q. Williams of TradeMark Design Co. have each crafted a virtual
room that reflects their ideas about current directions in design. With health and wellness as an
overarching theme, the designers are providing valuable insights into how we can all live better
through a more thoughtful use of space, a focus on simple comforts, and by incorporating healthy
products that enhance overall wellness. Follow their directions in design to transform your own
space into an oasis and a personal sanctuary.
@tishmills | @terracottadesignbuild | @csocciinc | @justinqwilliams | @adacatlanta | @americasmartatl | #directionsindesign

ADAC
@adacatlanta

#adacatlanta
adacatlanta.com

#discoveradac

